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Abstract
This paper gives a computation of topological Hochschild homology for Z=pn for any prime
p and any number n  2 based on Bokstedt’s computation of topological Hochschild homology
for Z=p. The most important idea in the computation is to consider Z=pn as a ltered ring,
and to construct a spectral sequence for topological Hochschild homology of a ltered ring. The
product on topological Hochschild homology is used extensively, and a direct description of this
product is given. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 19D55; secondary 16E40
1. Introduction
Topological Hochschild homology ( THH) was introduced by Bokstedt in [1] follow-
ing ideas of Goodwillie and Waldhausen. It is a functor that to a ring R associates a
spectrum THH(R). Dundas and McCarthy have proven that THH and stable K-theory
in the sense of Waldhausen are isomorphic. In this paper we shall give a calculation
of THH(Z=pn) for p a prime and n  2.
Theorem 7.1.1. Let p be a prime and let n  2. For i  0 there are isomorphisms
2i THH(Z=pn)=
M
0ki
Z= gcd(k; pn);
2i−1 THH(Z=pn)=
M
1ki
Z= gcd(k; pn):
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Here gcd(k; pn) denotes the greatest common divisor of k and pn. Bokstedt has
computed topological Hochschild homology of Z=p.
Theorem (Bokstedt [2]). There is an isomorphism  THH(Z=p) = SZ=p() of graded
Z=p-algebras; where SZ=p() denotes the symmetric algebra over Z=p on a generator
 of degree 2.
Since topological Hochschild homology preserves products, these two theorems to-
gether can be used to nd THH(Z=m) for m  2.
These results can be regarded as a step towards a computation of algebraic K-theory
for Z=m. Bokstedt et al. [3] dened topological cyclic homology (TC) as a renement
of THH by use of the action of the circle group on THH. For a ring R, TC(R) is a
(−2)-connected spectrum. Hesselholt and Madsen have proven the following theorem.
Theorem (Hesselholt and Madsen [7]). Suppose that R is an algebra over the Witt
vectors of a perfect eld of characteristic p > 0; and that R is nitely generated as
a module over these. Then there is a weak equivalence of p-adic completions
K(R)^p ’ TC(R)^p [0;1);
where TC(R)^p [0;1) denotes the connective cover of the p-adic completion of TC(R).
This theorem in particular applies in the situation where R = Z=pn.
In order to prove Theorem 7.1.1 we will consider spectral sequences that may be of
independent interest.
Theorem 6.2.8. Let R be a commutative ring that is at as a Z-module and let A
be an algebra over R. There is a spectral sequence of graded algebras over R with
E2-term
E2s;t = s HH(R; t THH(Z; A))
converging towards s+t THH(R; A).
Theorem 6.2.10. Let R be a commutative ring and let S be a commutative algebra
over R. There is a spectral sequence of graded rings with E2-term
E2s;t = s THH(S;Tor
R
t (S; S))
converging towards s+t THH(R; S).
Additively Theorem 6.2.8 was proven by Pirashvili and Waldhausen [13]. The multi-
plicative structure of these spectral sequences is obtained by choosing a model for THH
with THH(R) a simplicial ring for R a commutative ring. The multiplicative structure
of the spectral sequence in Theorem 6.2.10 goes into the computation of THH for the
ring of integers in a nite extension of the eld of rational numbers by Lindenstrauss
and Madsen [9].
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The proof of Theorem 7.1.1 roughly goes as follows: As a consequence of Theorem
6.2.8 there is a spectral sequence with E2-term
E2s;t = s shukla(Z=pn)⊗ t THH(Z;Z=pn)
converging towards s+t THH(Z=pn). Here shukla (Z=pn) denotes Shukla homology of
Z=pn, that is Hochschild homology of a simplicial ring R that is at as a module over
Z and weakly equivalent to Z=pn. One of the edge homomorphisms for this spectral
sequence is the map  THH(Z=pn)!  shukla(Z=pn), and the main step in the proof
of Theorem 7.1.1 is to prove that this edge homomorphism is onto, and consequently
that the spectral sequence collapses at E2. To do that we introduce more spectral
sequences. We can lter Z=pn as
0pn−1Z=pnpn−2Z=pn   pZ=pnZ=pn:
In Section 5 we dene ltrations of topological Hochschild homology and shukla ho-
mology of such a ltered ring. There is a map
E1s;t THH(Z=pn)! E1s;t shukla(Z=pn)
of associated spectral sequences converging towards s+t THH(Z=pn) and s+t shukla
(Z=pn), respectively. This map of E1-terms only depends on the associated graded ring
Z=p(n) of Z=pn. Here n denotes the pointed monoid n = f0; 1;    ; tn−1g with
tn = 0 and Z=p(n) is the monoid ring. Topological Hochschild homology of the ring
Z=p(n) has been studied by Hesselholt and Madsen [7], and using one of their results
we can describe the above map of E1-terms. Next we nd the permanent cycles of
Ers;t shukla(Z=pn) and we prove by induction on r that they are contained in the image
of the map
Ers;t THH(Z=pn)! Ers;t shukla(Z=pn):
It follows that the map  THH(Z=pn) !  shukla(Z=pn) of abutments is onto. We
can conclude that we have a spectral sequence with E1-term
E1s;t = s shukla(Z=pn)⊗ t THH(Z;Z=pn)
converging towards s+t THH(Z=pn). Since  THH(Z=pn) is a ltered module over
 THH(Z;Z=pn) and since the associated graded module E1; is free over  THH
(Z;Z=pn) all extensions of this spectral sequence must be trivial, and hence
k THH(Z=pn) =
L
s+t=k E
1
s;t . Theorem 7.1.1 is obtained by writing this sum out.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give preliminaries. The
only original idea in this section is a new proof of the approximation lemma 2.5.1 of
Bokstedt. In Section 3 we introduce functors with stabilization and a diagonalization of
functors of several variables. We treat both the case of functors with values in pointed
simplicial sets and the case of functors with values in simplicial abelian groups. In
Section 4 we give several models of topological Hochschild homology all equivalent
to the original model of Bokstedt [1]. We describe some multiplicative properties of
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these models. In particular we show that in one of the models topological Hochschild
homology of a commutative ring is a simplicial ring. In Section 5 we explain how
a ltration of the input of topological Hochschild homology induces a ltration of
topological Hochschild homology. In Section 6 we treat spectral sequences. First in
Section 6.1 we obtain a spectral sequence for topological Hochschild homology of a
ltered object, and in Section 6.2 we prove Theorems 6.2.8 and 6.2.10 stated above.
Finally in Section 7 we compute THH(Z=pn).
Most of the material in Sections 2{4 is old. The principal new idea presented in
these sections is to replace Bokstedt’s index categories I k by categories J (k) allowing
a more direct description of the product on topological Hochschild homology.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Simplicial objects
Let  be the category of standard ordered nite sets [n] = f0 < 1 <    < ng
and monotone maps. A simplicial object in a category C is a functor from o to
C. The category of simplicial objects in C will be denoted sC. We will denote the
category of pointed simplicial sets by s.Set. (n) denotes the pointed simplicial set
fq 7! ([q]; [n])g.
2.2. Simplicial categories
The denitions in this section are taken from Lydakis [10] and Dundas and
McCarthy [5].
Denition 2.2.1. (1) A simplicial category is a functor from o to some category of
categories.
(2) A simplicial functor is a natural transformation between two simplicial categories.
(3) Let C and D be simplicial categories and let F;G : C ! D be simplicial
functors. A map  : F ! G of simplicial functors is a family of natural transformations
n : Fn ! Gn indexed over objects n of o satisfying that given a map  : n ! m
in o the two natural transformations (n) and m agree. For c an object of C the
situation is illustrated by the following picture:
Fn(c) ===== Fm((c))
(n)
?????y m
?????y
Gn(c) ===== Gm((c)):
The only simplicial categories occurring in this paper are the simplicial categories
of pointed simplicial sets and simplicial abelian groups introduced in Sections 2.3
and 2.4.
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Denition 2.2.2. A simplicial category C is called pointed if it satises the following
two conditions: the functor sending n in o to the objects of Cn is constant (every
morphism in o is sent to the identity on the class of objects in C0) and there is a
zero object in C, that is an object which is both initial and nal in Cn for all n. If
C is pointed, then C(c; d) is a pointed simplicial set for all objects c and d of C. A
simplicial functor is called pointed if it takes zero objects to zero objects.
Denition 2.2.3. A pointed simplicial category C has products with pointed simplicial
sets if there is a simplicial functor ⊗ : s.Set  C! C and an isomorphism
C(X ⊗ c; d) = s.Set(X;C(c; d))
natural in X 2 s.Set and c; d 2 C.
Suppose that the pointed simplicial categories C and D have products with pointed
simplicial sets. Then any pointed simplicial functor F : C ! D has associated to it a
map X;c : X ⊗ F(c)! F(X ⊗ c) induced by the identity via
id 2 C(X ⊗ c; X ⊗ c)
=−−−−−! s.Set(X;C(c; X ⊗ c))?????y
X;c 2 D(X ⊗ F(c); F(X ⊗ c))
= −−−−− s.Set(X;D(F(c); F(X ⊗ c))):
2.3. Pointed simplicial sets
The pointed simplicial category of pointed simplicial sets is the category s.Set with
s.Set([n]) = s.Set and s.Set(X; Y )([n]) = s.Set(X ^ (n)+; Y ). s.Set has products
with pointed simplicial sets given by X ⊗Y = X ^Y . Let Top denote the category of
compactly generated topological spaces. The singular complex functor Sin : Top !
s.Set is right adjoint to the geometric realization functor j − j : s.Set ! Top. Let
F(X; Y ) = s.Set(X;Sin jY j) = Sin Top(jX j; jY j). Note that the map Y ! Sin jY j
induces a map s.Set(X; Y )! F(X; Y ). If Y is brant (a Kan complex) then this is a
weak equivalence, but in general it is not. There are maps
F(X; F(Y; Z))$F(X ^ Y; Z)
dened as follows:
F(X; F(Y; Z)) = s.Set(X;Sin jSin Top(jY j; jZ j)j)
! s.Set(X;Sin Top(jY j; jZ j))
= s.Set(X; s.Set(Y;Sin jZ j))
= s.Set(X ^ Y;Sin jZ j) = F(X ^ Y; Z)
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and
F(X ^ Y; Z) = s.Set(X; s.Set(Y;Sin jZ j))
’! s.Set(X;Sin js.Set(Y;Sin jY j)j)
= F(X; F(Y; Z)):
These maps are not isomorphisms but they are homotopy inverse to each other and
therefore we shall refer to them as adjunction maps anyhow.
As models for spheres we choose S1 = (1)=@(1) and for a nite set U we let SU
be the pointed simplicial set with k-simplices
SUk = Set(U+; S
1
k )=fj 2 (U )g:
2.4. Simplicial abelian groups
Let s.Ab denote the category of simplicial objects in the category of abelian groups.
For a pointed simplicial set X let Z(X ) denote the simplicial abelian group with n-
simplices Z[Xn]=Z[]. The pointed simplicial category s.Ab is given by s.Ab([n]) =
s.Ab and s.Ab(G;H)([n]) = s.Ab(G⊗Z((n)); H). Note that there is a forgetful functor
from s.Ab to s.Set, and that s.Ab has products with pointed simplicial sets given by
X ⊗ G = Z(X )⊗ G.
2.5. Homotopy colimits
For a small category C and a functor Z from C to s.Set the homotopy colimit
of Z ,
hocolim−−−!
C
Z;
is the diagonal of the bisimplicial set associated to the simplicial pointed simplicial set
with r-simplices_
(c0  cr)
Z(cr):
Here (c0      cr) denotes r arrows in C (see [4]). Let cat denote some category
of small categories. A monoid in cat is a small category C together with an associative
product  : C  C ! C with a unit +. A ltered monoid in cat is a monoid in cat
together with subcategories
C = F0CF1C   FiC   
satisfying that (FiC; FjC)Fi+jC. The following approximation lemma is a reformu-
lation of theorem 1.5 of [1].
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Lemma 2.5.1. Let Z : C ! s.Set be a functor dened on a ltered monoid in cat.
If the unit for the multiplication in C is an initial object; and if  : N ! N is a
function such that every morphism c1 ! c2 in FiC induces a (i)-connected map
Z(c1)! Z(c2); then the map
Z(c)! hocolim−−−!
C
Z
induced by inclusion in the 0-skeleton is ((i)− 1)-connected for every c 2 FiC.
Proof. For c 2 FiC there is a natural map
id = (+; id)! (c; id)
of functors from C to C. Restricting to FiC we obtain a map of functors from FiC to
FiC. By standard arguments [15, Section 1] these maps can be used to prove that the
inclusion FiCC induces a homotopy equivalence
hocolim−−−!
Fi C
Z ! hocolim−−−!
C
Z:
Therefore it suces to see that the map
Z(c)  hocolim−−−!
fcgfcg
Z  pr1 ! hocolim−−−!
FiCfcg
Z  pr1
is ((i) − 1)-connected. Here pr1 : C  C ! C denotes projection on the rst factor.
Since C has an initial object, we have that
hocolim−−−!
Fi C
 ’ hocolim−−−!
C
 ’ :
Therefore the vertical maps in the commutative diagram
hocolim−−−!
fcgfcg
Z  pr1 −−−−−! hocolim−−−!
FiCfcg
Z  pr1?????y
?????y
hocolim−−−!
fcgFiC
Z  pr1 −−−−−! hocolim−−−!
FiCFiC
Z  pr1
are homotopy equivalences. Since pr1 = (id;+), there is a natural map pr1 ! , and
similarly there is a natural map pr2 ! . By the gluing lemma [16, Lemma 2.1.2]
a wedge of (i)-connected maps is (i)-connected, and therefore the vertical maps in
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the commutative diagram
hocolim−−−!
fcgFiC
Z  pr1 −−−−−! hocolim−−−!
FiCFiC
Z  pr1?????y
?????y
hocolim−−−!
fcgFiC
Z   −−−−−! hocolim−−−!
FiCFiC
Z  x?????
x?????
hocolim−−−!
fcgFiC
Z  pr2 −−−−−! hocolim−−−!
FiCFiC
Z  pr2
are degreewise (i)-connected, and hence they are (i)-connected by the realization
lemma. Since the lower horizontal map in this diagram is a homotopy equivalence, the
lemma follows.
Example 2.5.2. (1) The category J of nite subsets of f1; 2; 3; : : :g with morphisms
injective maps satises the conditions of Lemma 2.5.1: let FiJ denote the full sub-
category of sets with cardinality  i, and let  : J  J ! J be the functor with
(m; n) = m [ (max(m) + n), with the convention that the maximum of the empty set
is 0.
(2) Let J (k) J k denote the full subcategory of k-tuples of mutually disjoint subsets
of f1; 2; 3; : : :g. J (k) satises the conditions of Lemma 2.5.1: let FiJ (k) = J (k)\(FiJ )k ,
and let  : J (k) J (k)! J (k) be the functor with
((m1; : : : ; mk); (n1; : : : ; nk))
= (m1 [ (M + n1); m2 [ (M + n2);    ; mk [ (M + nk));
where M = max(m1 [    [ mk).
For a functor G : C! s.Ab there is a kind of homotopy colimit,
hocolim−−−!
C
G;
taking values in simplicial abelian groups, dened as the diagonal of the simplicial
simplicial abelian group with r-simplicesM
(c0  cr)
G(cr):
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If G denotes the composition of G with the forgetful functor from s.Ab to s.Set, there
is a map
hocolim−−−!
C
G ! hocolim−−−!
C
G:
The proof of Lemma 2.5.1 can easily be modied to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2.5.3. Let G : C ! s.Ab be a functor dened on a ltered monoid in cat.
If the unit for the multiplication in C is an initial object; and if  : N ! N is a
function such that every morphism c1 ! c2 in FiC induces a (i)-connected map
G(c1)! G(c2); then the map
G(c)! hocolim−−−!
C
G
induced by inclusion in the 0-skeleton is ((i)− 1)-connected for every c 2 FiC.
3. Functors with stabilization
3.1. Denitions
Denition 3.1.1 A k-functor with stabilization is a pointed simplicial functor M :
(s.Set)
k ! s.Set such that if Xi is ni-connected and n = n1 +   + nk , then
1. M (X1; : : : ; Xk) is n-connected.
2. The map Y ^M (X1; : : : ; Xk)! M (X1; : : : ; Xi−1; Y ^ Xi; Xi+1; : : : ; Xk) induced from
the simplicial structure is (n + ni − c)-connected for some constant number c not
depending on Y; X1;    ; Xk or i.
A map of k-functors with stabilization is simply a map of simplicial functors. We shall
say functor with stabilization instead of 1-functor with stabilization. We shall let FS
denote the category of functors with stabilization and FSk the category of k-functors
with stabilization.
A spectrum is a sequence Xm of pointed simplicial sets with maps S1^Xm f
m
!Xm+1.
The nth homotopy group of a spectrum X is
n(X ) = colim−−−!
m
n+m(Xm):
A map of spectra is a stable equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on all homotopy
groups. A functor with stabilization M gives rise to a spectrum M (Sn) with structure
maps S1 ^M (Sn)! M (S1 ^ Sn) = M (Sn+1) (here Sn = S1 ^    ^ S1). The homotopy
groups of M are the homotopy groups of this spectrum. We shall say that M is n-
connected if i(M) = 0 for i  n. A map of functors with stabilization is a stable
equivalence if it induces a stable equivalence of spectra. We shall say that two functors
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with stabilization are stably equivalent if they are connected by a (undirected) chain
of stable equivalences. We will use the symbol M ’ N to indicate that M and N
are stably equivalent functors with stabilization. By abuse of notation we will also say
that there is a stable equivalence M ’ N . The connectivity conditions on M given
in Denition 3.1.1 are chosen to be convenient for the present work. In particular the
limit system m+nM (Sn)! m+n+1M (Sn+1) stabilizes and M is (−1)-connected. This
is crucial for the convergence of the spectral sequences considered in Section 6.1.
For f : M1 ! M2 a map in FS, let C(f) be the functor with C(f)(X ) the mapping
cone of the map fX : M1(X ) ! M2(X ). It follows from the gluing lemma that C(f)
is a functor with stabilization. There is an obvious map if : M2 ! C(f).
Denition 3.1.2. A sequence M1
f!M2 g!M3 of maps in FS is a cobration sequence
if there is a stable equivalence C(f)! M3 making the diagram
M2
if−−−−−! C(f)∥∥∥∥∥∥
?????y
M2
g−−−−−! M3
commutative.
A cobration sequence of functors with stabilization induces a long exact sequence
on homotopy groups as is seen by the Blakers{Massey theorem.
For a functor G to s.Ab we shall write G for the composition of G with the forgetful
functor s.Ab! s.Set.
Denition 3.1.3. A k-functor with stabilization in s.Ab is a functor
M : (s.Set)
k ! s.Ab
with M a k-functor with stabilization. A map of k-functors with stabilization in s.Ab
is simply a map of simplicial functors. We shall denote the category of k-functors with
stabilization in s.Ab by FSAk , and we shall let FSA = FSA1, the category of
functors with stabilization in s.Ab. A map in FSA is a stable equivalence if the
induced map in FS is a stable equivalence, and a sequence of maps in FSA is a
cobration sequence if the induced sequence in FS is a cobration sequence.
Example 3.1.4. Let us make some basic observations:
 A pointed simplicial set Z denes a k-functor with stabilization 1Z with
1Z(X1; : : : ; Xk) = Z ^ X1 ^    ^ Xk:
 If X1 ! X2 ! X3 is a cobration sequence of pointed simplicial sets, then the
sequence 1X1 ! 1X2 ! 1X3 is a cobration sequence in FS.
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 If M is a functor with stabilization and Z is a pointed simplicial set, then the map
1Z  M ! M  1Z given by the maps Z ^M (X ) ! M (Z ^ X ) induced from
the simplicial structure of M is a stable equivalence in FS. (This is not true if
we restrict condition 2 in Denition 3.1.1 to the case where Y is a sphere as is
common.)
 If M 2FSA and Z is a pointed simplicial set, then the simplicial structure of M
induces a stable equivalence Z(Z)⊗M ! M  1Z in FSA.
 If M is a functor with stabilization, and X1 ! X2 ! X3 is a cobration sequence of
pointed simplicial sets, then the sequence M  1X1 ! M  1X2 ! M  1X3 is
a cobration sequence in FS.
 If M1 ! M2 ! M3 is a sequence of maps in FSA such that for each X the
sequence M1(X )! M2(X )! M3(X ) is a short exact sequence of simplicial abelian
groups, then the original sequence is a cobration sequence in FSA. This is a
consequence of the Blakers{Massey theorem.
Example 3.1.5. A simplicial abelian group M gives rise to a functor with stabilization
in s.Ab, let us denote it by M too, with
M (X )n = Mn[Xn]=Mn[] =
 M
x2Xn
Mn  x
!
=Mn  :
To see that M is a functor with stabilization, suppose that X is n-connected. Since the
homotopy groups of M (X ) are the homology groups of X with trivial coecients in
M , it follows from the Hurewicz theorem that M (X ) is n-connected. For any pointed
set U it follows from the Whitehead theorem that if n  1 then the map
U ^M (X ) =
_
u2U−fg
M (X )!
M
u2U−fg
M (X ) = M (U ^ X )
is a 2n+1 equivalence. Therefore for any pointed simplicial set Y the map Y^M (X )!
M (Y ^ X ) is a 2n− 1 equivalence. It follows that M is a functor with stabilization.
Note that for simplicial abelian groups M and N there is an isomorphism
(M ⊗ N )(X ^ Y ) = M (X )⊗ N (Y );
natural in all factors. In particular there is an isomorphism M (X ) = Z(X )⊗M .
Lemma 3.1.6. (1) If M is a functor with stabilization satisfying that M (X ) is (n+k)-
connected for X n-connected; then the functor X 7! F(Sk ;M (X )) is a functor with
stabilization.
(2) If M1 ! M2 ! M3 is a cobration sequence in FS; and each Mi(X ) is
(n+ m)-connected for X n-connected; then the sequence
F(Sm;M1(−))! F(Sm;M2(−))! F(Sm;M3(−))
is a cobration sequence.
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Proof. (1) It is enough to show that if X is n-connected and Z is (n+ k)-connected,
then the map
X ^ F(Sk ; Z)! F(Sk ; X ^ Z)
is (2n− c)-connected. This map can be written as the composition
X ^ F(Sk ; Z)! X ^ F(Sk ; Sk ^ F(Sk ; Z))
! F(Sk ; X ^ Sk ^ F(Sk ; Z))
! F(Sk ; X ^ Z):
The rst of these maps is (2n− 1)-connected by Freudental. The last map is (2n− 2)-
connected since the composition
F(Sk ; Z)! F(Sk ; Sk ^ F(Sk ; Z))! F(Sk ; Z)
of the map adjoint to Sk ^ F(Sk ; Z)! Sin jSk ^ F(Sk ; Z)j and the map induced by
Sin jSk ^ F(Sk ; Z)j ! Sin jSin jZ jj ! Sin jZ j
is the identity. From the commutative diagram
X ^ F(Sk ; Z) =−−−−−! X ^ F(Sk ; Z)?????y
?????y
X ^ F(Sk ; Sk ^ F(Sk ; Z)) −−−−−! F(Sk ; X ^ Sk ^ F(Sk ; Z))
with (3n − 1)-connected vertical maps it follows that the lower horizontal map is
(2n− 2)-connected. Hence the composition above is (2n− 2)-connected.
(2) follows from the ve lemma applied to the map of exact sequences involving
the map C(F(Sm; f))! F(Sm; C(f)).
3.2. Diagonalization
Let J denote the category of nite subsets of f1; 2; : : :g with morphisms injective
maps. A simplicial functor M : s.Set ! s.Set induces a functor V (M) : J ! s.Set
with V (M)(n) = F(Sn;M (Sn)). (Here Sn is a quotient of s.Set(n+; S
1).) A morphism
 : n! m induces a map  = V (M)() : V (M)(n)! V (M)(m) as follows:
F(Sn;M (Sn)) ! F(S(n); M (S(n)))
! F(S(n); F(Sm−(n); Sm−(n) ^M (S(n))))
! F(S(n) ^ Sm−(n); M (Sm−(n) ^ S(n)))
! F(Sm;M (Sm)):
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Here the rst and the last maps are induced by identications of spheres. The second
map is induced by the simplicial structure of F(Sm−(n); Sm−(n) ^ −), and the third
map is the adjunction map described in Section 2.3 for the functors F(X;−) and
− ^ X together with the simplicial structure of M . For n 2 J we shall denote the
cardinality of n by jnj. If M is a functor with stabilization, then  is (jnj − c − 3) -
connected. To see this we note that the map Sm−n ^M (Sn)! M (Sm) factors through
the (m+ n− c − 3)-connected map Sm−n ^M (Sn)! Sm−n−1 ^M (S1 ^ Sn).
A k-functor with stabilization M induces a functor V (M) : J k ! s.Set in a similar
way. More precisely,
V (M)(n) = F(Sn;M (Sn));
with the convention that for n = (n1; : : : ; nk) 2 J k , Sn = Sn1 ^    ^ Snk and M (Sn) =
M (Sn1 ; : : : ; Snk ). Given a morphism n! m in J k , the map  : V (M)(n)! V (M)(m)
is (minfjnijg − c − k − 2)-connected.
Given a (k + 1)-functor with stabilization M and a pointed simplicial set X , the
functor with value M (X; X1; : : : ; Xk) on (X1;   Xk) is a k-functor with stabilization. Let
J (k) J k denote the full subcategory of tuples of disjoint subsets of f1; 2;   g, and
for n = (n1; : : : ; nk) 2 J (k) let jnj = jn1j+   + jnk j.
Denition 3.2.1. Given a (k + 1)-functor with stabilization M , the diagonalization of
M is the functor DM : s.Set ! s.Set with
DM (X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k)
F(Sn;M (X; Sn))
with the convention that Sn = Sn1 ^    ^ Snk and M (X; Sn) = M (X; Sn1 ; : : : ; Snk ) for
n = (n1;    nk) 2 J (k).
Proposition 3.2.2. For a (k + 1)-functor with stabilization M; the functor DM is a
functor with stabilization.
Proof. The functor X 7! F(Sn;M (X; Sn)) is a functor with stabilization by Lemma
3.1.6. It follows from the approximation lemma 2.5.1 that DM (X ) is a functor with
stabilization.
Remark 3.2.3. We have actually dened functors D :FSk+1 !FS. Another func-
torial property of D is the following: Given a (k +1)-functor with stabilization M and
any map  : f1;    ; lg ! f1; : : : ; kg, we obtain a (l + 1)-functor with stabilization
M with M (X; X1; : : : ; Xl) = M (X; Y1; : : : ; Yk) where Yi =
V
j2−1(i) Xj.  induces a
functor  : J (l) ! J (k) with (n1; : : : ; nl) = (m1; : : : ; mk) where mi =
S
j2−1(i) nj.
 in turn induces a map D(M)(X )! DM (X ).
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For a k-functor with stabilization in s.Ab M we can make similar constructions.
There is a functor W (M) : J k ! s.Ab with
W (M)(n) = s.Ab(Z(Sn); M (Sn));
where Sn = Sn1 ^    ^ Snk and M (Sn) = M (Sn1 ;    ; Snk ) for n = (n1; : : : ; nk) 2 J k .
Denition 3.2.4. Given a (k + 1)-functor with stabilization in s.Ab M , the diagonal-
ization of M is the functor DM : s.Set ! s.Ab with
DM (X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); M (X; Sn)):
Since there are natural weak equivalences
DM (X ) hocolim−−−!
n2J (k)
s.Set(S
n;M (X; Sn))! DM (X );
DM is a functor with stabilization in s.Ab.
4. Functors with smash product
4.1. Denitions
Denition 4.1.1. A functor with smash product (FSP) is a functor with stabilization
L together with natural transformations
1X : X ! L(X ); X;Y : L(X ) ^ L(Y )! L(X ^ Y )
such that the following relations are satised:
X^Y;Z(X;Y ^ idL(Z)) = X;Y^Z(idL(X ) ^Y;Z);
X;Y (1X ^ 1Y ) = 1X^Y ;
X;Y (1X ^ idL(Y )) = X;Y ;
X;Y (idL(X ) ^1Y ) = X;Y ;
where X;Y : L(X ) ^ Y ! L(X ^ Y ) and X;Y : X ^ L(Y ) ! L(X ^ Y ) are induced
by the simplicial structure of L. We say that L is commutative if L(twX; Y )  X; Y =
Y; X  twL(X ); L(Y ). Here tw denotes twist of factors in a smash product.
A morphism L ! L1 of functors with smash product is a natural transformation
commuting with 1 and . We shall denote the category of functors with smash product
by FSP.
The most simple example of a functor with smash product is the identity functor.
Since it gives rise to the sphere spectrum we shall denote it S.
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Denition 4.1.2. A left module over a FSP L is a functor with stabilization M together
with natural maps
lX;Y : L(X ) ^M (Y )! M (X ^ Y )
such that
lX^Y;Z(X;Y ^ idM (Z)) = lX;Y^Z(idL(X ) ^lY;Z); X;Y = lX;Y (1X ^ idM (Y )):
Similarly we can dene right L-modules.
Denition 4.1.3. Let L1 and L2 be FSP’s. A L1{L2-bimodule is a functor M with
stabilization together with structure of left L1- and right L2-module such that
lX;Y^Z(idL1(X ) ^rY;Z) = rX^Y;Z(lX;Y ^ idL2(Z));
where l (resp. r) is the structure of left (resp. right) module over L1 (resp. L2).
Instead of L{L-bimodule we shall simply say L-bimodule or bimodule over L.
Denition 4.1.4. (1) Let L1 and L2 be commutative FSP’s. An L1{L2-algebra is a
L1{L2-bimodule A together with natural transformations
mX;Y : A(X ) ^ A(Y )! A(X ^ Y )
satisfying the relations
mX^Y; Z(mX; Y ^ idA(Z)) =mX; Y^Z(idA(X ) ^mY; Z);
mX^Y; Z(lX;Y ^ idA(Z)) = lX; Y^Z(idL1(X ) ^mY; Z)
= A(twY; X ^ idZ)mY; X^Z(idA(Y ) ^lX; Z)(twL1(X ); A(Y ) ^ idA(Z))
and
mX; Y^Z(idA(X ) ^rY; Z) = rX^Y; Z(mX; Y ^ idL2(Z))
= A(idX ^ twZ; Y )mX^Z;Y (rX; Z ^ idA(Y ))(idA(X ) ^ twA(Y ); L2(Z));
where l (resp. r) denotes left (resp. right) module structure of A. (On elements these
relations can be written as (xa1)a2 = x(a1a2) = a1(xa2) and a1(a2y) = (a1a2)y =
(a1y)a2.)
A is unital if there is a bilinear map 1 : L1 ^ L2 ! A  (S ^ S) in FS2 such that
mX1^X2 ; Y1^Y2 (1X1 ; X2 ^ 1Y1 ; Y2 )
= A(idX1 ^ twY1 ; X2 ^ idY2 )  1X1^Y1 ;X2^Y2  (L1X1 ; Y1 ^ L2X2 ; Y2 )
(idL1(X1) ^ twL2(X2); L1(Y1) ^ idL2(Y2)):
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Note that in particular a unital L1{L2-algebra is a FSP. When L1 = L2 = L we shall
say L-bialgebra instead of L{L-algebra.
(2) Let L be a commutative FSP. A (unital) algebra over L is a (unital) L{S-
algebra.
Note that FS is isomorphic to the category of S-modules, and that the category
of FSPs is isomorphic to the category of unital S-algebras.
Denition 4.1.5. A functor with tensor product (FTP) is a functor with stabilization
in s.Ab, say A, together with a structure of unital Z-algebra on A and liftings
X;Y : A(X )⊗ A(Y )! A(X ^ Y ); 1X : Z(X )! A(X )
of the Z-algebra structure maps.
A morphism A ! A1 of functors with tensor product is a natural transformation
commuting with 1 and . We shall denote the category of functors with tensor product
FTP.
Modules and algebras over a FTP can be dened by substituting ⊗ for ^ in the
denitions of modules and algebras over a FSP, and demanding that all maps be
linear.
Note that for M 2FSA, and X n-connected, the map M (X )^Y ! M (X )⊗Z(Y )
is (2n− 1)-connected by the arguments of Example 3.1.5.
Example 4.1.6. Let us restrict ourselves to some very basic examples and constructions
of functors with smash product.
 Let  be a pointed monoid, that is a pointed (simplicial) set together with an element
1 2  and a pointed map  :  ^ !  satisfying that (1; x) = (x; 1) = x and
((x; y); z) = (x; (y; z)). The functor 1 becomes a FSP when given the unit
and multiplication maps X ! ^X and (^X )^ (^ Y )! (^)^X ^ Y !
 ^ X ^ Y induced by the unit and multiplication in .
 Let L and L1 be FSPs and assume that L  L1 is a functor with stabilization. Then
L  L1 is a FSP. If L is commutative, then L  L1 is a L-algebra. In particular if 
is a pointed monoid, then L[] = 1  L is a FSP.
 For a commutative pointed monoid , the functor 1( ^) is a unital S[] =
1-bialgebra.
 For a ring R the underlying abelian group denes a functor with stabilization in
s.Ab. The multiplication in R gives a group homomorphism R⊗ R! R, and hence
it denes homomorphisms
X;Y : R(X )⊗ R(Y ) = (R⊗ R)(X ^ Y )! R(X ^ Y ):
The homomorphism Z ! R induced by 1 2 R induces a map 1X : Z(X ) ! R(X ).
These maps give R the structure of a FTP. Note that FSA is isomorphic to the
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category of modules over the FTP Z, and that the category of FTP’s is isomorphic
to the category of unital Z-algebras.
 If A is a FTP, L is a FSP and A  L is in FSA, then A  L is a FTP. If A is
commutative, then AL is a unital A-algebra. In particular if  is a pointed monoid,
then A[] = Z()⊗ A is a FTP.
4.2. Topological Hochschild homology
Denition 4.2.1. (1) Let  be a pointed monoid. The cyclic nerve of  is the cyclic
set with k-simplices Ncy^ ()k = ^(k+1) with face, degeneracy and cyclic operation
given by
di(x0 ^    ^ xk) =
(
x0 ^    ^ xixi+1 ^ xk ; 0  i < k;
xkx0 ^    ^ xk−1; i = k;
si(x0 ^    ^ xk) = x0 ^    ^ xi ^ 1 ^ xi+1 ^    ^ xk ;
t(x0 ^    ^ xk) = xk ^ x0 ^    ^ xk−1:
(2) Let  be a pointed monoid and let M be a pointed simplicial set with commuting
left- and right actions of . Ncy^ (;M) is the pointed simplicial set with k-simplices
Ncy^ (;M)k = M ^ ^k with face and degeneracy maps given by letting x0 2 M in
the above formulas.
Let S1 = (1)=@(1) be the simplicial model of the circle. It has k-simplices S1k =
f0; : : : ; kg, the face maps are given by (di(0); : : : ; di(k)) = (0; : : : ; i−1; i; i; i+1; : : : ; k−1)
for 0  i < k and (dk(0);    ; dk(k)) = (0; 1; : : : ; k − 1; 0) and the degeneracy maps
are given by (si(0); : : : ; si(k)) = (0; : : : ; i− 1; i; i+2; i+3; : : : ; k +1) for 0  i  k. The
cyclic operator t given by (t(0); : : : ; t(k)) = (k; 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1) gives S1 the structure of
a cyclic set. From a FSP L and a bimodule M over L we can form a (k + 1)-functor
with stabilization, thh(L;M)k = M ^ L^k , with
thh(L;M)k(X0; : : : ; Xk) = M (X0) ^ L(X1) ^    ^ L(Xk):
There are maps
di : thh(L;M)k ! di thh(L;M)k−1;
si : thh(L;M)k ! si thh(L;M)k+1;
t : thh(L; L)k ! t thh(L; L)k
in FSk+1 given by the same formula as for the cyclic nerve. Here we use the notation
of Remark 3.2.3. We shall let S ^ thh(L;M)k and thh(L;M  (S ^ S))k denote the
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(k + 2)-functors with stabilization with
S ^ thh(L;M)k(X; X0; : : : ; Xk) = X ^ thh(L;M)k(X0; : : : ; Xk);
thh(L;M  (S ^ S))k(X; X0; : : : ; Xk) = thh(L;M)k(X ^ X0; : : : ; Xk):
Denition 4.2.2. (1) Let L be a FSP. Topological Hochschild homology of L is the
cyclic object THH(L) in FS with THH(L)k = D(S^ thh(L)k) and face, degeneracy
and cyclic operation induced by the maps above and the functorial properties of D
described in Remark 3.2.3.
(2) Let L be a FSP and let M be a bimodule over L. THH(L;M) is the simplicial
object in FS with THH(L;M)k = D thh(L;M  (S^S))k . Face and degeneracy maps
are given by the maps above and the functorial properties of D.
More explicitly for a pointed simplicial set X
THH(L)k(X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
F(Sn; X ^ L(Sn0 ) ^    ^ L(Snk ));
THH(L;M)k(X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
F(Sn;M (X ^ Sn0 ) ^ L(Sn1 ) ^    ^ L(Snk ));
where Sn = Sn0 ^    ^ Snk for n = (n0; : : : ; nk) 2 J (k + 1). Note that THH(L) and
THH(L;M) are functors with stabilization. The simplicial structure of L induces a weak
equivalence THH(L)(X )! THH(L; L)(X ). This is a natural transformation of functors
from FSP to FS.
The reason for having two dierent models of THH is that THH(L) is a cyclic
object while if M has a L1-module structure commuting with the L-bimodule structure
then THH(L;M) is a L1-module.
Denition 4.2.3. (1) Let M be a bimodule over the simplicial ring R. Z(R;M) is the
diagonal of the bisimplicial abelian group associated to the simplicial abelian group
with k-simplices Z(R;M)k = M ⊗ R⊗k , with face maps given by
di(m⊗ r1 ⊗    ⊗ rk) =
8>><>>:
(mr1 ⊗ r2 ⊗    ⊗ rk); i = 0;
(m⊗ r1 ⊗    ⊗ riri+1 ⊗    ⊗ rk); 0< i < k;
(rkm⊗ r1 ⊗    ⊗ rk−1); i = k
and with degeneracy maps given by
si(m⊗ r1 ⊗    ⊗ rk) = (m⊗ r1 ⊗    ⊗ ri ⊗ 1⊗ ri+1 ⊗    ⊗ rk):
(2) Let R be a simplicial ring. Z(R) is the cyclic abelian group with Z(R)k =
Z(R; R)k and with simplicial structure induced by that of Z(R; R). The cyclic operator
is given by
t(r0 ⊗ r1 ⊗    ⊗ rk) = (rk ⊗ r0 ⊗    ⊗ rk−1):
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From a FTP A and a bimodule M over A we can form hh(A;M)k = M ⊗ A⊗k 2
FSAk+1 with
hh(A;M)k(X0; : : : ; Xk) = M (X0)⊗ A(X1)⊗    ⊗ A(Xk):
There are maps
di : hh(A;M)k ! di hh(A;M)k−1;
si : hh(A;M)k ! si hh(A;M)k+1;
t : hh(A; A)k ! t hh(A; A)k
in FSAk+1 given by the same formula as for Z(R). We shall let (ZS)⊗ hh(A;M)k
and hh(A;M  (S ^ S))k denote the objects in FSAk+2 with
(Z  S)⊗ hh(A;M)k(X; X0; : : : ; Xk) =Z(X )⊗ hh(A;M)k(X0; : : : ; Xk);
hh(A;M  (S ^ S))k(X; X0; : : : ; Xk) = hh(A;M)k(X ^ X0; : : : ; Xk):
Denition 4.2.4. (1) Let A be a FTP. Hochschild homology of A is the cyclic object
HH(A) in FSA with HH(A)k = D((Z  S) ⊗ hh(A)k) and face, degeneracy and
cyclic operation induced by the maps above and the functorial properties of D.
(2) Let A be a FTP and let M be a bimodule over A. HH(A;M) is the simplicial
object in FSA with HH(A;M)k = D hh(A;M (S^S))k . Face and degeneracy maps
are induced by the maps above and the functorial properties of D.
More explicitly for a pointed simplicial set X
HH(A)k(X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
s.Ab(Z(Sn);Z(X )⊗ A(Sn0 )⊗    ⊗ A(Snk ));
HH(A;M)k(X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); M (X ^ Sn0 )⊗ A(Sn1 )⊗    ⊗ A(Snk ));
where Sn = Sn0 ^    ^ Snk for n = (n0; : : : ; nk) 2 J (k + 1).
The simplicial structure of A induces a weak equivalence HH(A)(X )! HH(A; A)(X ).
This is a natural transformation of functors from FTP to FSA.
Proposition 4.2.5. Let L be a FSP and let M be a bimodule over the FTP Z  L.
Then THH(L;M) and HH(Z  L;M) are stably equivalent.
Proof. Let HH0(Z  L;M) be the simplicial object in FS with k-simplices given by
HH0(Z  L;M)k(X ) = hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
F(Sn;M (X ^ Sn0 )⊗ Z(L(Sn1 ))⊗    ⊗ Z(L(Snk )));
for X a pointed simplicial set, and with face and degeneracy maps similar to those of
THH(L). Then there are weak equivalences THH(L;M)(X )! HH0(Z  L;M)(X ) and
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HH(Z  L;M)(X ) ! HH0(Z  L;M)(X ). To see this apply the approximation lemma
2.5.1 and the Hurewicz theorem.
Proposition 4.2.6. Let R be a simplicial ring and let M be a bimodule over R. For
every pointed simplicial set X there is a weak equivalence
Z(X )⊗ Z(R;M)! HH(R;M)(X ):
Proof. Use the natural homeomorphism
HH(R;M)k(X )  hocolim−−−!
J (k+1)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); (Z(X )⊗ Z(R;M)k)(Sn))
and the fact (cf. [14, proposition II.6.1]) that for any simplicial abelian group N the
map
N ! s.Ab(Z(Sn);Z(Sn)⊗ N ) = s.Ab(Z(Sn); N (Sn))
is a weak equivalence.
Proposition 4.2.7. Let A be a FTP and let M be a bimodule over A. Given pointed
simplicial sets X and Y the map
HH(A;M)(X )⊗ Z(Y )! HH(A;M)(X ^ Y )
is a weak equivalence.
In particular HH(A;M)(X ) is weakly equivalent to HH(A;M)(S0) ⊗ Z(X ); and
thus n 7! HH(A;M)(Sn) is an 
-spectrum.
Proof. Note that for Q a n-connected simplicial abelian group the map
s.Ab(Z(Sn); Q)⊗ Z(Y )! s.Ab(Z(Sn); Q ⊗ Z(Y ))
is a weak equivalence. (This is a consequence of Proposition II.6.1 in [14].) By the
approximation lemma for a functor N 2FSAk+1 the map
(hocolim−−−!
J (k+1)
F(Sn; N (Sn)))⊗ Z(Y )! hocolim−−−!
J (k+1)
F(Sn; N (Sn)⊗ Z(Y ))
is a weak equivalence. We obtain a weak equivalence
HH(A;M)k(X )⊗ Z(Y )
! hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); M (X ^ Sn0 )⊗ Z(Y )⊗ A(Sn1 )⊗    ⊗ A(Snk ))
! hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); M (X ^ Y ^ Sn0 )⊗ A(Sn1 )⊗    ⊗ A(Snk ))
= HH(A;M)k(X ^ Y )
by the approximation lemma.
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Let R be a simplicial ring and let M be a bimodule over R. There is a map ZR! R
of FTPs given by evaluation of formal linear combinations. Hence there is an induced
map
lR : HH(Z  R;M)! HH(R;M):
This map can be compared to the map
THH(R;M)k(X )! 0 THH(R;M)k(X ) = 0(Z(X )⊗ Z(R;M)k)
by the following diagram:
THH(R;M)k(X ) ’ HH(Z  R;M)k(X )
lR−−−−−! HH(R;M)k(X )?????y
?????y
?????y
0 THH(R;M)k(X ) ’ 0 HH(Z  R;M)k(X )
lR−−−−−! 0 HH(R;M)k(X )
=
?????y =
?????y =
?????y
0(Z(X )⊗ Z(R;M)k) = 0(Z(X )⊗ Z(R;M)k) ===== 0(Z(X )⊗ Z(R;M)k):
4.3. THH of monoid rings
Let L be a FSP and let  be a pointed monoid. Let us denote the FSP 1  L
by L[]. There is an obvious homeomorphism
THH(L[])(X )  THH(L)(Ncy^ () ^ X ) = THH(L)  1Ncy^ ()(X )
of cyclic sets. Hence there is an isomorphism
THH(L[]) = THH(L)  1Ncy^ ()
in FS. Similarly given a bimodule M over L, M [] = 1 M is a bimodule over
L[], and there is a homeomorphism
THH(L[]; M [])(X )  THH(L; 1Ncy^ () M)(X )
and following Example 3.1.4 we get a weak equivalence
THH(L; 1Ncy^ () M)(X )! THH(L;M)  1Ncy^ ()(X ):
(When M is on the form M = 1Z for a space Z , this weak equivalence is in fact a
homeomorphism.) The composition induces a stable equivalence
THH(L[]; M [])! THH(L;M)  1Ncy^ ()
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in FS. Similarly for a FTP A, an A-bimodule N and a pointed monoid , let A[] =
Z()⊗ A and let N [] = Z()⊗ N . Then there is a natural stable equivalence
HH(A[]; N [])! HH(A; N )  1Ncy^ ()
in FSA. When the functor N involves tensoring with a simplicial abelian group, this
is actually an isomorphism. Let us spell out the naturality when the morphisms are
Z  R! R, Z  R[]! R[] and the stable equivalence
(Z  R)[]! Z  (1  R)! Z  (Z()⊗ R) = Z  R[]
in the commutative diagram
HH(Z  R;M)  1Ncy^ ()
lR−−−−−! HH(R;M)  1Ncy^ ()

?????y 
?????y
HH((Z  R)[]; M []) −−−−−! HH(R[]; M [])
’
?????y =
?????y
HH(Z  R[]; M [])
lR[]−−−−−! HH(R[]; M []):
4.4. THH of a commutative FSP
In this section we show that topological Hochschild homology of a commutative
FSP can be given the structure of a FSP. A similar result has earlier been obtained by
Hesselholt and Madsen [7] in the framework of FSPs dened on spheres, also called
symmetric spectra. The category of symmetric spectra is due to Hovey et al. [8].
Proposition 4.4.1. For a commutative FSPL ; THH(L) is also an FSP and moreover
it is a cyclic object in the category of FSPs.
Proof. For nN let max(n) denote the maximum of the set n with the convention
that the maximum of the empty set is 0. The maps
X ! F(S0; X ^ thh(L)k(S0; : : : ; S0))
induced by the unit in L give a natural map 1kX : X ! THH(L)k(X ). We can construct
a product
kX;Y : THH(L)k(X ) ^ THH(L)k(Y )! THH(L)k(X ^ Y )
that makes THH(L)k a FSP as follows: rst consider the case when k = 0. There is a
functor  : J  J ! J with (n; m) = n [ (m+max(n)) and natural homeomorphisms
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Sn ^ Sm  S(n;m). Consider the composition
THH(L)0(X ) ^ THH(L)0(Y )! hocolim−−−!
(n;m)2JJ
F(Sn; X ^ L(Sn)) ^ F(Sm; Y ^ L(Sm))
! hocolim−−−!
(n;m)2JJ
F(Sn ^ Sm; X ^ Y ^ L(Sn ^ Sm))
! hocolim−−−!
(n;m)2JJ
F(S(n;m); X ^ Y ^ L(S(n;m)))
! hocolim−−−!
l2J
F(Sl; X ^ Y ^ L(Sl))
= THH(L)0(X ^ Y );
where the rst map is induced by the map
hocolim−−−!
C1
G1 ^ hocolim−−−!
C2
G2 ! hocolim−−−!
C1C2
G1 ^ G2;
the second map is induced by multiplication in L, and the rest of the maps are induced
from the structure discussed above. We leave it to the reader to check that 10 and 0
give THH(L)0 the structure of a FSP.
For k > 0 there is a functor  : J (k + 1)  J (k + 1) ! J (k + 1) with (n; m)i =
ni [ (mi + max(n0 [    [ nk)) for n = (n0; : : : ; nk) and m = (m0; : : : ; mk), and there
are natural homeomorphisms Sni ^ Smi  S(n;m)i . The product for THH(L)k is now
constructed analogous the product for THH(L)0, and again we leave it to the reader
to check that we have given THH(L)k the structure of a FSP. It is a simple matter to
check that
k+1X;Y  (si; si) = si  kX;Y : THH(L)k(X ) ^ THH(L)k(Y )! THH(L)k+1(X ^ Y )
for i = 0; : : : ; k and that kX;Y  (t; t) = t  kX;Y . When L is commutative we also have
the identity
k−1X;Y  (di; di) = di  kX;Y : THH(L)k(X ) ^ THH(L)k(Y )! THH(L)k−1(X ^ Y )
for i = 0; : : : ; k. On the index set level this identity boils down to the identity  
(d0; d0) = d0   : J (2) J (2)! J .
The following proposition is obtained by a variation of the above argument:
Proposition 4.4.2. Let L be a commutative FSP and let A be a bialgebra over L. Then
THH(L; A) is a bialgebra over L. If A is commutative and unital; then THH(L; A) is
a unital algebra over A.
Proposition 4.4.3. Let A be a commutative FTP. Then HH(A) is a cyclic object in
the category of FTPs.
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Proof. For xed X and n 2 J (k + 1) let
WX (n) = s.Ab(Z(Sn);Z(X )⊗ A(Sn0 )⊗    ⊗ A(Snk )):
Multiplication in A induces a linear map
WX (n)⊗WY (m)! WX^Y ((n; m)):
Composing with the linear map
hocolim−−−−−!
n2J (k+1)
WX (n)⊗ hocolim−−−−−!
m2J (k+1)
WY (m)! hocolim−−−−−−−−!
(n;m)2J (k+1)J (k+1)
WX (n)⊗WY (m)
we get a linear map
mX;Y : HH(A)k(X )⊗ HH(A)k(Y )! HH(A)k(X ^ Y ):
We leave it to the reader to check that we obtain a map of cyclic objects in this way,
and that it satises the required relations.
Proposition 4.4.4. Let A be a commutative FTP and let B be a bialgebra over A.
Then HH(A; B) is a bialgebra over A. If B is commutative and unital; then HH(A; B)
is a unital algebra over B.
Note that since n 7! HH(A; B)(Sn) is an 
-spectrum, HH(A; B)(S0) is a simplicial
ring with i HH(A; B)(S0) = i HH(A; B).
4.5. Bokstedt’s denition of THH
Let I  J denote the full subcategory with objects n = f1; 2; : : : ; ng for n  1 and
the empty set 0. There is a functor I k
! J (k) sending (n1; : : : ; nk) to (f1; : : : ; n1g; fn1 +
1; : : : ; n1 + n2g; : : : ; fn1 +   + nk−1 + 1; : : : ; n1 +   + nkg). Therefore for a FSP L we
can dene
THH0(L)k(X ) = hocolim−−−!
x2Ik+1
F(S(x); X ^ L(S(x)0) ^ : : : ^ L(S(x)k )):
The functors di : I k+1 ! I k and si : I k+1 ! I k+2 given by
di(n0; : : : ; nk) =
(
(n0; : : : ; ni + ni+1; : : : ; nk) for 0  i < k,
(nk + n0; n1; : : : ; nk−1) for i = k
and
si(n0; : : : ; nk) = (n0; : : : ; ni; 0; : : : ; nk) for 0  i  k,
together with the unit and multiplication in L dene a simplicial structure on
THH0(L) (X ). This is Bokstedt’s original denition of topological Hochschild
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homology [1]. Similarly we can dene a pointed simplicial set THH00(L)(X ) by
THH00(L)k(X )
= hocolim−−−−−−−!
(n;x)2J (k+1)Ik+1
F(Sn ^ S(x); X ^ L(Sn0 ^ S(x)0) ^    ^ L(Snk ^ S(x)k )):
The initial objects in J (k + 1) and I k+1 induce maps
THH(L)k(X )! THH00(L)k(X ) THH0(L)k(X ):
These maps are seen to be weak equivalences by the approximation lemma. Since these
maps are simplicial we have obtained a stable equivalence between THH(L)(X ) and
THH0(L)(X ).
5. Filtered FSPs
5.1. Denitions
Denition 5.1.1. A ltered pointed monoid is a pointed monoid  together with
pointed subsets (n) for n = 0; 1;    satisfying that (n)(n − 1), and that
the product of  maps (m) ^(n) into (m+ n).
For a = (a0; : : : ; ak) 2 Nk+1 let Ncy^ ()a = (a0) ^    ^(ak) and let
Ncy^ ()a;a+1 =
(a0)
(a0 + 1)
^    ^ (ak)
(ak + 1)
:
For s 2 Z we shall use the notation
N(k; s) = f(a0; : : : ; ak) 2 Nk+1ja0 +   + ak  −sg;
N(k; s; s− 1) = f(a0; : : : ; ak) 2 Nk+1 j a0 +   + ak = −sg:
Denition 5.1.2. Let  be a ltered pointed monoid, and let s 2 Z. Ncy^ (; s) is the
cyclic subset of Ncy^ () with k-simplices
Ncy^ (; s)k =
[
a2N(k; s)
Ncy^ ()a
and Ncy^ (; s; s− 1) is the cyclic set with k-simplices
Ncy^ (; s; s− 1)k =
_
a2N(k; s; s−1)
Ncy^ ()a; a+1;
and with cyclic structure given by the same formula as for Ncy^ ().
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Denition 5.1.3. A ltered FSP L is a FSP L = L(0) together with L-bimodules
L(n) for n 2 N satisfying that L(n)(X )L(n − 1)(X ), and that the multiplication
X;Y : L(X ) ^ L(Y )! L(X ^ Y ) maps L(n)(X ) ^ L(m)(Y ) into L(n+ m)(X ^ Y ).
Denition 5.1.4. A left module over a ltered FSP L is a left module M = M (0) over
L together with left L-modules M (n) for n 2 N satisfying that M (n)(X )M (n−1)(X ),
and that the multiplication lX;Y : L(X )^M (Y )! M (X ^Y ) maps L(n)(X )^M (m)(Y )
into M (n+ m)(X ^ Y ). Similarly we dene right L -modules and L -bimodules.
Let L be a ltered FSP and let M be a bimodule over L. For a = (a0; : : : ; ak) 2 Nk+1
we shall let thh(L;M)a 2FSk+1 be the functor with
thh(L;M)a(X ) = M (a0)(X0) ^ L(a1)(X1) ^    ^ L(ak)(Xk);
for X = (X0; : : : ; Xk), and we shall let thh(L;M)a; a+1 be the (k + 1)-functor with
stabilization with thh(L;M)a; a+1(X ) the quotient set
thh(L;M)a;a+1(X ) =
M (a0)(X0)
M (a0 + 1)(X0)
^ L(a1)(X1)
L(a1 + 1)(X1)
^    ^ L(ak)(Xk)
L(ak + 1)(Xk)
:
We shall also use the notation
thh(L;M; s)k(X ) =
[
a2N(k; s)
thh(L;M)a(X );
thh(L;M; s; s− 1)k(X ) =
_
a2N(k; s; s−1)
thh(L;M)a;a+1(X );
for k  0, s 2 Z and X = (X0; : : : ; Xk).
Denition 5.1.5. (1) Let L be a ltered FSP and let s 2 Z. THH(L; s) and THH(L; s;
s− 1) are the cyclic objects in FS with k-simplices given by
THH(L; s)k = D(S ^ thh(L; L; s));
THH(L; s; s− 1)k = D(S ^ thh(L; L; s; s− 1));
and cyclic structure similar to that of THH(L).
(2) Let L be a ltered FSP and let M be a bimodule over L. For s 2 Z, THH(L;M; s)
and THH(L;M; s; s− 1) are the pointed simplicial sets with k-simplices
THH(L;M; s)k = D thh(L;M  (S ^ S); s)k ;
THH(L;M; s; s− 1)k = D thh(L;M  (S ^ S); s; s− 1)k ;
and simplicial structure similar to THH(L;M).
Denition 5.1.6. A ltered FTP is a FTP A = A(0) together with A-bimodules
A(n)A such that A becomes a ltered FSP. Modules over ltered FTPs are dened
in the obvious way similar to modules over ltered FSPs.
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Let A be a ltered FTP and let M be a bimodule over A. For a 2 Nk+1 we shall let
hha(A;M) and hha; a+1(A;M) denote the functors with
hha(A;M)(X ) = Im(M (a0)(X0)⊗ A(a1)(X1)⊗    ⊗ A(ak)(Xk)
! M (X0)⊗ A(X1)⊗    ⊗ A(Xk));
and with hha; a+1(A;M)(X ) the quotient group
hh(A)a; a+1(X ) =
M (a0)(X0)
M (a0 + 1)(X0)
⊗ A(a1)(X1)
A(a1 + 1)(X1)
⊗    ⊗ A(ak)(Xk)
A(ak + 1)(Xk)
for X = (X0; : : : ; Xk). Note that if we let ai = (a0; : : : ; ai−1; ai + 1; ai+1;    ; ak) then
hha; a+1(A;M)(X ) = hha(A;M)(X )Pk
i=0 hhai(A;M)(X )
:
We shall also use the notation
hh(A;M; s)k(X ) =
X
a2N(k;s)
hha(A;M)(X ) hh(A;M)k(X );
and
hh(A;M; s; s− 1)k(X ) =
M
a2N(k;s;s−1)
hha;a+1(A;M)(X )
for s 2 Z and k  0.
Denition 5.1.7. (1) Let A be a ltered FTP and let s 2 Z. HH(A; s) and HH(A; s; s−1)
are the cyclic objects in FSA with k-simplices given by
HH(A; s)k = D(Z  S⊗ hh(A; A; s)k);
HH(A; s; s− 1)k = D(Z  S⊗ hh(A; A; s; s− 1)k)
and cyclic structure similar to that of HH(A).
(2) Let A be a ltered FTP and let M be a bimodule over A. For s 2 Z, HH(A;M; s)
and HH(A;M; s; s− 1) are the simplicial objects in FSA with
HH(A;M; s)k = D hh(A;M  (S ^ S); s)k ;
HH(A;M; s; s− 1)k = D hh(A;M  (S ^ S); s; s− 1)k
and simplicial structure similar to that of HH(A;M).
Denition 5.1.8. A ltered simplicial ring is a simplicial ring R = R(0) together with
R-bimodules R(n)R(n− 1) satisfying that the multiplication in R maps R(n)⊗ R(m)
into R(n+ m).
Note that all the constructions we have made in this section are functorial.
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Example 5.1.9.
 A ltered pointed monoid  gives rise to a ltered FSP 1.
 The pointed monoid  = f0; 1; t; : : : ; tNg with tN+1 = 0 together with the sets
(n) = f0; tn; tn+1; : : : ; tNg is a ltered pointed monoid.
 A ltered simplicial ring gives rise to a ltered FTP.
 Let  be a ltered pointed monoid and let A be a FTP. Then A[](n) = Z((n))⊗
A(X ) gives A[] the structure of a ltered FTP.
 Let R be a simplicial ring, and let I be a two-sided ideal in R. Then R(n) = I n
gives R the structure of a ltered ring.
 A graded ring R = Lt2N Rt gives rise to a ltered ring with R(n) = Ltn Rt .
Conversely a ltered ring gives R rise to a graded ring GR with GRt = R(t)=R(t+1).
 A ltered FSP L gives rise to another ltered FSP G(L) with
G(L)(n)(X ) =
1_
i=n
L(i)(X )
L(i + 1)(X )
:
We shall call G(L) the graded FSP associated to L. Note that there is a homeomor-
phism
THH(L; s; s− 1)  THH(G(L); s; s− 1)
for s 2 Z. If M is a bimodule over L we obtain a bimodule G(M) over G(L) with
G(M)(n)(X ) =
1_
i=n
M (i)(X )
M (i + 1)(X )
;
and there is a homeomorphism
THH(L;M; s; s− 1)  THH(G(L);G(M); s; s− 1):
 A ltered FTP A gives rise to another FTP G(A) with
G(A)(n)(X ) =
1M
i=n
A(i)(X )
A(i + 1)(X )
:
Note that there is an isomorphism
HH(A; s; s− 1) = HH(G(A); s; s− 1):
If M is a bimodule over A we obtain a bimodule G(M) over G(A) with
G(M)(n)(X ) =
1M
i=n
M (i)(X )
M (i + 1)(X )
;
and there is an isomorphism
HH(A;M; s; s− 1)  HH(G(A);G(M); s; s− 1)
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5.2. Cobration sequences
Proposition 5.2.1. Let  be a ltered pointed monoid. There are cobration sequences
Ncy^ (; s− 1)! Ncy^ (; s)! Ncy^ (; s; s− 1)
for s 2 Z.
Proof. There is a splitting
Ncy^ (; s)k
Ncy^ (; s− 1)k

_
a2N(r; s; s−1)
Ncy^ ()aS k
i=0 N
cy
^ ()ai
;
where ai = (a0; : : : ; ai−1; ai + 1; ai+1; : : : ; ak). On the other hand there is a homeomor-
phism
Ncy^ ()aSk
i=0 N
cy
^ ()ai
 Ncy^ ()a;a+1:
Proposition 5.2.2. Let L be a ltered FSP and let M be a bimodule over L. There
are cobration sequences
THH(L;M; s− 1)! THH(L;M; s)! THH(L;M; s; s− 1):
in FS for s 2 Z.
Proof. As in Proposition 5.2.1 we see that there is a cobration sequence
thh(L;M; s− 1)k(X )! thh(L;M; s)k(X )! thh(L;M; s; s− 1)k(X )
for X = (X0; : : : ; Xk). Applying Lemma 3.1.6 and the approximation lemma we obtain
the result.
Proposition 5.2.3. Let A be a ltered FTP and let M be a A-bimodule. If the sim-
plicial abelian groups A(n)(X )=A(n + 1)(X ) and M (n)(X )=M (n + 1)(X ) are free for
every pointed simplicial set X; then there is a cobration sequence
HH(A;M; s− 1)! HH(A;M; s)! HH(A;M; s; s− 1)
in FSA for s 2 Z.
Proof. For a = (a0; : : : ; ak) let ai = (a0; : : : ; ai−1; ai + 1; ai+1; : : : ; ak). There is a mapM
a2N(k; s; s−1)
hha(A;M)(X )Pk
i=0 hhai(A;M)(X )
! hh(A;M; s)k(X )
hh(A;M; s− 1)k(X )
for X = (X0; : : : ; Xk). We claim that under the assumptions of the proposition it is an
isomorphism. By the isomorphism
hha(A;M)(X )Pk
i=0 hhai(A;M)(X )
= hha; a+1(A;M)(X );
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the proposition will follow. To prove the claim it suces to see that we have a
degreewise isomorphism of simplicial abelian groups. But there are (non-canonical)
isomorphisms of r-simplices
M (a0)(X0)r = M (a0 + 1)(X0)r  M (a0)(X0)rM (a0 + 1)(X0)r ;
A(ai)(Xi)r = A(ai + 1)(Xi)r  A(ai)(Xi)rA(ai + 1)(Xi)r
giving rise to an isomorphism of r-simplicesM
a2N(k; s; s−1)
hha; a+1(A;M)(X )r = hh(A; M; s)k(X )rhh(A; M; s− 1)k(X )r :
The claimed isomorphism now follows from the commutative diagramM
a2N(k; s; s−1)
hha; a+1(A;M)(X )r =====
M
a2N(k; s; s−1)
hha; a+1(A;M)(X )r
=
?????y =
?????yM
a2N(k; s; s−1)
hha(A;M)(X )rP
hhai(A;M)(X )r
−−−−−! hh(A; M; s)k(X )r
hh(A; M; s− 1)k(X )r :
5.3. Filtered simplicial rings
We shall later need to consider a ltered simplicial ring A that does not satisfy that
A(n)=A(n+1) is free as an abelian group. In order to apply Proposition 5.2.3 we need
the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3.1. Let A be a ltered simplicial ring. There exists a ltered simplicial
ring R with associated graded ring G(R) being free as an abelian group and with a
map R! A inducing weak equivalences R(s) ’!A(s).
The main step in the proof of this lemma is the following remark taken out of
Goodwillie [6, I.1.6]
Remark 5.3.2. Let F : C! D be left adjoint to G : D! C, that is
HomD(F(X ); Y ) = HomC(X;G(Y )):
Then there is a natural map FG ! idD inducing natural maps d0; : : : ; dn : (FG)n+1 !
(FG)n. There is also a natural map idC ! GF inducing maps s0; : : : ; sn : (FG)n+1 =
F(GF)nG ! F(GF)n+1G = (FG)n+2. We obtain a simplicial object (FG)+1 in the
category of endofunctors on D. There is a map of simplicial objects (FG)+1 ! idD
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induced by FG ! idD. Here idD denotes the simplicial object with idD in every degree
and all face and degeneracy maps equal to the identity. Applying G degreewise we
obtain a map G(FG)+1 ! G of simplicial objects in the category of functors from
D to C. This map is a homotopy equivalence. One way to see this is to note that
G(FG)+1 is a monadic bar construction, or more concretely that G(FG)+1 has an
extra degeneracy map.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.1. Note that the functors
F : fltered simplicial pointed monoidsg ! fltered simplicial ringsg;
G : fltered simplicial ringsg ! fltered simplicial pointed monoidsg
given by F() = Z() and G(A) = A are adjoint. By the above remark, for any
simplicial ring A, there is a homotopy equivalence G(FG)+1(A) ’!G(A), and hence
the map R(s) := (FG)+1A(s)! A(s) is a weak equivalence. To see that G(R) is free
as an abelian group, it suces to notice that for a ltered simplicial pointed monoid
, Z((s))=Z((s+ 1)) = Z((s)=(s+ 1)).
5.4. Monoid rings
Let  be a ltered pointed monoid and let B be a simplicial ring. Let A be a FTP
such that B is an A-bimodule. There are commutative diagrams of natural maps,
HH(A; B)  1Ncy^ (; s)
=−−−−−! HH(A[]; B[]; s)?????y
?????y
HH(A; B)  1Ncy^ (; s; s− 1)
=−−−−−! HH(A[]; B[]; s; s− 1);
where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms similar to those of Section 4.3. We shall
be particularly interested in the case where A is B or Z  B, and the diagram similar
to the one in Section 4.3.
6. Spectral sequences
6.1. Filtered objects
Let M (s) and M (s; s − 1) be functors with stabilization together with cobration
sequences
M (s− 1)! M (s)! M (s; s− 1)
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for s 2 Z. The homotopy groups build up an exact couple, and there is an associated
spectral sequence with E1-term E1s; t = s+tM (s; s − 1). Let Js; t be the image of the
map s+tM (s)! s+tM, where
M (X ) = hocolim−−−!
Z
M (s)(X ):
If for xed s and t there is a N such that s+tM (s − r) = 0 for r  N , then there
are isomorphisms Js; t =Js−1; t+1 = E1s; t . A proof of this fact is given in [17, XIII.3].
Let L be a ltered FSP and let M be a bimodule over L. It follows from Propo-
sition 5.2.2 that if there is a number k such that M (n) and L(n) are (n − k)-
connected, then there is a spectral sequence Ers; t(THH(L;M)) with E
1-term
s+t THH(L;M; s; s − 1) converging towards s+t THH(L;M). Note that this depends
on the fact that by denition M (n) and L(n) are (−1)-connected.
Let A be a ltered FTP and let M be a bimodule over A. It follows from Proposition
5.2.3 that if
A(n)(X )
A(n+ 1)(X )
and
M (n)(X )
M (n+ 1)(X )
are free simplicial abelian groups and if there is a number k such that M (n) and A(n)
are (n− k)-connected, then there is a spectral sequence Ers; t( HH(A;M)) with E1-term
s+t HH(A;M; s; s− 1) converging towards s+t HH(A;M).
We shall use this spectral sequence in the case where the ltered FTP is on the
form A[] for a ltered pointed monoid  and where M = M []. From a weak
equivalence similar to the ones in Section 4.3 and the stable equivalence HH(A;M)^
Z ! HH(A;M)  1Z we see that there are isomorphisms
E1s; t( HH(A[]; M []))= s+t( HH(A;M) ^ Ncy^ (; s; s− 1));
s+t HH(A[]; M [])= s+t( HH(A;M) ^ Ncy^ ()):
These isomorphisms are natural in A and M. In particular in the case of a simplicial
ring R that is free as an abelian group and a bimodule M over R, also free as an
abelian group, there are commutative diagrams:
s+t( HH(Z  R;M) ^ Ncy^ (; s; s− 1))
lR−−−−−! s+t( HH(R;M) ^ Ncy^ (; s; s− 1))
=
?????y =
?????y
E1s; t( HH(Z  R[]; M []))
lR[]−−−−−! E1s; t( HH(R[]; M []))
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and
s+t( HH(Z  R;M) ^ Ncy^ ())
lR−−−−−! s+t( HH(R;M) ^ Ncy^ ())
=
?????y =
?????y
s+t( HH(Z  R[]; M []))
lR[]−−−−−! s+t( HH(R[]; M [])):
6.2. Homological algebra
The Eilenberg{MacLane bar construction for modules over a ring [11] can be ex-
tended to modules over an FTP:
Denition 6.2.1. Let A be a FTP, let M be a right- and let N be a left A-module. The
bar construction B(M;A; N ) is the simplicial object in FSA with k-simplices
Bk(M;A; N ) = D(M  (S ^ S)⊗ A⊗k ⊗ N );
and with face and degeneracy maps induced by the formulas
di(x0 ⊗    ⊗ xk+1) = x0 ⊗    ⊗ xixi+1 ⊗    ⊗ xk+1;
si(x0 ⊗    ⊗ xk+1) = x0 ⊗    ⊗ xi ⊗ 1⊗ xi+1 ⊗    ⊗ xk+1;
0  i  k, in the same way as the face and degeneracy maps for THH are induced
by Hochschild-type face and degeneracy formulas.
More explicitly for a pointed simplicial set X
Bk(M;A; N )(X )
= hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+2)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); M (X ^ Sn0 )⊗ A(Sn1 )⊗    ⊗ A(Snk )⊗ N (Snk+1));
where Sn = Sn0^  ^Snk+1 for n = (n0; : : : ; nk+1) 2 J (k+2). By the methods presented
in Section 4.4 it is possible to show the following:
Proposition 6.2.2. Let A1; A2 and A3 be commutative FTPs; let U be a (unital)
A1{A2-algebra and let V be a (unital) A2{A3-algebra. Then B(U; A2; V ) is a (unital)
A1{A3-algebra.
Lemma 6.2.3. (1) Let A be a FTP and let M be a right A-module. There is a stable
equivalence M ’!B(M;A; A).
(2) Let A1 and A2 be FTPs; let M be a A1{A2-bimodule and let N be a A2{A1-
bimodule. There is a stable equivalence
HH(A1; B(M;A2; N )) ’ HH(A2; B(N; A1; M)):
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Proof. (1) There is a simplicial contraction of B(M;A; A) given by the formula
hi(x0 ⊗    ⊗ xk+1) = x0 ⊗    ⊗ xi ⊗ xi+1xi+2    xk+1 ⊗ 1⊗    ⊗ 1
for 0  i  k.
(2) Let W (A1; M; A2; N ) be the bisimplicial object in FSA with (k; l)-simplices
given by
W (A1; M; A2; N )k;l(X )
= hocolim−−−−−−−−!
(n;m)2J (l+2)J (k+2)
s.Ab(Z(Sn ^ Sm); M (Smk+1 ^ X ^ Sn0 )⊗ A2(Sn1 )⊗    ⊗
A2(Snl)⊗ N (Snl+1 ^ Sm0 )⊗ A1(Sm1 )⊗    ⊗ A1(Smk ))
and with face and degeneracy maps similar to those of HH(A1; B(M;A2; N )). Clearly
the diagonals of W (A1; M; A2; N ) and of W (A2; N; A1; M) are isomorphic. For a functor
G : J (l+ 2)! s.Ab there is a map
hocolim−−−!
n2J (l+2)
s.Ab(Z(Sm); G(n))! s.Ab(Z(Sm); hocolim−−−!
n2J (l+2)
G(n)):
Together with the adjunction of mapping space and ⊗ this map induces a weak equiv-
alence
W (A1; M; A2; N )k;l(X )
’! HHk(A1; Bl(M;A2; N ))(X ):
by the approximation lemma.
This lemma has a multiplicative version:
Lemma 6.2.4. (1) Let A1 and A2 be commutative FTPs and let U be an A1{A2-
algebra. There is a stable equivalence U ’ B(U; A2; A2) of A1{A2-algebras.
(2) Let A1 and A2 be commutative FTPs; let U be an A1{A2-algebra and let V be
an A2{A1-algebra. There is a stable equivalence
HH(A1; B(U; A2; V )) ’ HH(A2; B(V; A1; U ))
of Ai-bialgebras, i = 1; 2.
Proof. (1) There are stable equivalences of A1{A2-algebras from U and B(U; A2; A2)
into the functor that evaluated on X has k-simplices
hocolim−−−!
n2J (k+1)
s.Ab(Z(Sn); U (X ^ Sn)):
(2) The maps in the proof of Lemma 6.2.3(2) are both A1- and A2-bialgebra maps.
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Lemma 6.2.5. Let R be a simplicial ring; let M be a right R-module and let N 0 ! N
be a stable equivalence of left R-modules.
(1) There are stable equivalences
B(M;Z  R;Z  N 0) ’!B(M;Z  R;Z  N );
B(M;Z  R;Z  N ) ’ B(Z M;Z  R; N ):
(2) If N 0 is free over R there is a stable equivalence
M ⊗R N 0 ’ B(Z M;Z  R; N 0):
Proof. (1) A stable equivalence N 0 ! N induces a stable equivalence Z N 0 ! Z N
by the Whitehead theorem. By the Kunneth formula the map
(M ⊗ (Z  R)⊗k ⊗ Z  N 0)(X0; : : : ; Xk+1)
! (M ⊗ (Z  R)⊗k ⊗ Z  N )(X0; : : : ; Xk+1)
is a weak equivalence. The rst of the stable equivalences follows. From the stable
equivalences
M ⊗ Z  (R^k ^ N ) M ^ R^k ^ N ! Z  (M ^ R^k)⊗ N;
the other stable equivalence follows.
(2) Follows from the stable equivalences
B(Z M;Z  R; R) ’ B(M;Z  R;Z  R) ’ M
and additivity of B(Z M;Z  R;−).
There is also an algebra-version of this lemma:
Lemma 6.2.6. Let R1, R2 and R3 be commutative simplicial rings; let U be a (unital)
R1⊗R2-algebra and let V 0 ! V be a stable equivalence of (unital) R2⊗R3-algebras.
(1) There are stable equivalences of (unital) Z  R1{Z  R3-algebras:
B(U;Z  R2;Z  V 0) ’! B(U;Z  R2;Z  V );
B(U;Z  R2;Z  V ) ’ B(Z  U;Z  R2; V ):
(2) If V 0 is free as a module over R2 there is a stable equivalence
U ⊗R2 V 0 ’ B(Z  U;Z  R2; V 0)
of (unital) Z  R1{Z  R3-algebras.
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Corollary 6.2.7. (1) Let M be a bimodule over the simplicial ring R. If R is free as
an abelian group then there are weak equivalences
HH(R; HH(Z  R; R⊗M))’ HH(Z  R;M);
HH(Z  R; R⊗M)’ HH(Z  Z; M):
Here the bimodule structure of R⊗M is given by left multiplication on R and right
multiplication on M.
(2) Let R be a commutative simplicial ring and let U be an algebra over R ⊗ R.
Suppose that R is free as an abelian group. There is a stable equivalence of R⊗ R-
algebras
HH(R; HH(Z  R; R⊗ U )) ’ HH(Z  R;U ):
The bimodule structure on R ⊗ U is given by left multiplication on R and right
multiplication on U. There is a stable equivalence of Z  R-bialgebras
HH(Z  R; R⊗ U ) ’ HH(Z  Z; U ):
Proof. There are chains of weak equivalences
HH(R; HH(Z  R; R⊗M))’ HH(R; HH(Z  R; B(R;Z; M)))
’ HH(R; HH(Z; B(M;Z  R; R)))
’ HH(R; B(M;Z  R; R))
’ HH(Z  R; B(R; R;M)) ’ HH(Z  R;M)
and
HH(Z  R;M ⊗ R)’ HH(Z  R; B(Z  R;Z  Z; M))
’ HH(Z  Z; B(M;Z  R;Z  R))
’ HH(Z  Z; M):
Before we can state the next theorem we need to note that for a simplicial ring R
there is a homomorphism R! 0R, where 0R is a constant simplicial ring.
Theorem 6.2.8. Let R be a simplicial ring that is free as an abelian group and let M
be a simplicial bimodule over 0R. There is a rst quadrant spectral sequence with
E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(R; t HH(Z  R; R⊗M)) = s HH(R; t HH(Z  Z; M))
converging towards s+t HH(Z  R;M). Here M is regarded as a module over R
through the homomorphism R ! 0R. The edge homomorphisms are induced by the
maps
HH(Z  R;M) lR! HH(R;M)! HH(R; 0M) = HH(R; 0 HH(Z  R; R⊗M))
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and
HH(Z  R; R⊗M)! HH(Z  R;M):
In the case where R is commutative and M is an algebra over 0R; this is a spectral
sequence of graded algebras over 0R.
This spectral sequence was rst considered in [13]. The assumption that M is a
bimodule over 0R is somewhat articial and might turn out to be unnecessary.
Proof of Theorem 6.2.8. Let G denote the bi-simplicial abelian group with (k; l)-
simplices
Gk;l = HHk(Rk; HHl(Z  Rk; Rk ⊗Ml))(S0):
Note that the simplicial structure of G is well-dened because Rk acts on Ml through
0R. There is a bicomplex C; associated to G with Ck;l = Gk;l and dierentials given
by d1g =
Pk
i=0(−1)id1i g and d2g =
Pl
i=0(−1)k+id2i g for g 2 Gk;l. Here d1i and d2i
denote the face maps in the two simplicial directions of G. There is a spectral sequence
with E1-term E1s; t = Ht(C; s) converging towards s+tG. Since Rs is free as an abelian
group we have from Corollary 6.2.7 that
E1s;t = HHs(Rs; t HH(Z  Rs; Rs ⊗M))(S0)
= HHs(Rs; t HH(Z  Z; M))(S0):
It follows that the E2-term of the spectral sequence has the asserted form.
In the case where R is commutative and M is a commutative algebra over 0R,
Proposition 4.4.4 says that HH(R; HH(Z R; R⊗M)) is a FTP, and hence that C; is
a dierential bigraded algebra over 0R. Therefore the spectral sequence is a spectral
sequence of graded algebras over 0R.
The edge homomorphisms of the spectral sequence are induced by the maps
C; ! E1;0 and C0; ! C; :
There is a chain of stable equivalences HH(R; HH(R; R⊗M)) ’ HH(R;M) similar
to the chain of stable equivalences HH(R; HH(Z  R; R ⊗ M)) ’ HH(Z  R;M) in
Corollary 6.2.7, and there is a diagram
HH(Z  R;M) ’ HH(R; HH(Z  R; R⊗M))
lR
?????y lR
?????y
HH(R;M) ’ HH(R; HH(R; R⊗M))
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that can be expanded in a chain of commutative diagrams. From the commutative
diagram
HHs(Rs; HHt(Z  Rs; Rs ⊗Mt)) −−−−−! HHs(Rs; 0 HHt(Z  Rs; Rs ⊗Mt))
lR
?????y lR
?????y =
HHs(Rs; HHt(Rs; Rs ⊗Mt)) −−−−−! HHs(Rs; 0 HHt(Rs; Rs ⊗Mt))
it follows that one of the edge homomorphisms for the spectral sequence is induced
by the composition
HH(Z  R;M) lR! HH(R;M)! HH(R; 0M) = HH(R; 0 HH(Z  R; R⊗M)):
There is a commutative diagram
HH(Z  R0; R0 ⊗M)
’−−−−−! HH(Z  R; R⊗M)?????y
?????y
HH(R0; HH(Z  R0; R0 ⊗M)) −−−−−! HH(R; HH(Z  R; R⊗M))
where the upper horizontal map is seen to be a weak equivalence by Corollary 6.2.7.
From the diagram
HH(Z  R; R⊗M) = HH(Z  R; R⊗M)?????y
?????y
HH(R; HH(Z  R; R⊗M)) ’ HH(Z  R;M)
that can be expanded to a chain of commutative diagrams it follows that the other
edge homomorphism is induced by the map
HH(Z  R; R⊗M)! HH(Z  R;M):
Remark 6.2.9. The structure of t HH(ZZ; M) as a module over R⊗R goes through
the equivalence in Corollary 6.2.7 and it is not given explicitly in the above proof.
But since t HH(Z  Z; M) is a constant simplicial abelian group we know that the
action of R⊗R factors through 0R⊗0R. Hence by Proposition 4.2.6 there is a quasi
isomorphism of dierential graded algebras
E1; t ’ Z(R; 0R⊗ 0R)⊗0R⊗0R t HH(Z  Z; M);
and hence the algebra structure of E2; is the one induced by  HH(R; 0R ⊗ 0R)
and  HH(Z  Z; M).
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Theorem 6.2.10. Let R be a commutative ring, let S be an algebra over R and let
M be a bimodule over S. There is a rst quadrant spectral sequence with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(Z  S;TorRt (S;M))
converging towards s+t HH(Z  R;M). The edge homomorphisms of this spectral
sequence are induced by the maps
TorR(S;M) =  HH(Z  R;M ⊗ (Z  S))!  HH(Z  R;M)
and
HH(Z  R;M) ’ HH(Z  S; B(Z  S;Z  R;M))
! HH(Z  S; 0B(Z  S;Z  R;M)):
If S is commutative and if M is an algebra over S⊗S; then this is a spectral sequence
of graded rings.
Proof. From the chain of weak equivalences
HH(Z  R;M)’ HH(Z  R; B(M;Z  S;Z  S))
’ HH(Z  S; B(Z  S;Z  R;M))
we obtain a bi-simplicial abelian group. We can proceed as in the proof of Theorem
6.2.8
Proposition 6.2.11. Let R be a simplicial commutative ring; let S be an algebra over
R and let M be a bimodule over S. There is a spectral sequence with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(S;Tor
R
t (S;M))
converging towards s+t HH(R;M).
Proof. This is a corollary to Theorem II.6.6 in [14], since R
L⊗ R⊗RM = R
L⊗ R⊗R(S
L⊗ S
M) = R L⊗ R⊗R((S
L⊗M) L⊗ S⊗SS) = S
L⊗ S⊗S(M
L⊗ RS) and  HH(R;M) = (R
L⊗ R⊗R
M) in the terminology of [14].
Remark 6.2.12. For simplicity we have chosen to work with Z as ground ring in this
paper. But we might as well choose another ground ring k and dene FTPs and HH
with respect to tensor products over k. We then have the following version of Theorem
6.2.8:
If R is a simplicial k-algebra that is free as a module over k and if M is a bimodule
over 0R, there is a spectral sequence with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH
k(R; t THH(k;M))
converging towards s+t THH(R;M).
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Example 6.2.13. Let R be a simplicial ring that is free as an abelian group, with
a homotopy equivalence R ’!Z=n. By Proposition 6.2.11 there is a spectral sequence
with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(R;Tor
Z
t (R;Z=n))
converging towards s+t HH(Z;Z=n). An easy induction argument shows that 2k
HH(R;Z=n) = Z=n and 2k+1 HH(R;Z=n) = 0 for k  0.
Theorem 6.2.8 gives a spectral sequence with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(R; t HH(Z  Z;Z=n))
converging towards s+t HH(Z  R;Z=n). As an algebra over Z=n the E1-term of this
spectral sequence are
E1s; t = HHs(Rs;Z=n)(S0)⊗Z=n t HH(Z  Z;Z=n):
By the Kunneth spectral sequence there are isomorphisms
( HH(R;Z=n)⊗Z=n M) =  HH(R;Z=n)⊗Z=n M
for any module M over Z=n. Therefore as a graded ring the E2-term can be written
E2s;t = s HH(R;Z=n)⊗ t HH(Z  Z;Z=n)
= s HH(R;Z=n)⊗ t HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=n):
Example 6.2.14. This computation is due to Pirashvili [12]. Theorem 6.2.10 gives a
map of spectral sequences Er HH(Z  Z;Z=p) ! Er HH(Z  Z=pn;Z=p) converging
towards the map  HH(Z  Z;Z=p) !  HH(Z  Z=pn;Z=p) induced by the map
Z! Z=pn. On E2-terms this is the map
s HH(Z  Z=p;TorZt (Z=p;Z=p))! s HH(Z  Z=p;TorZ=p
n
t (Z=p;Z=p));
induced by the map
E(x) = TorZ(Z=p;Z=p)! TorZ=p
n
 (Z=p;Z=p) = E(x)⊗ S(y)
taking x to x. Here E(x) is an exterior algebra over Z=p on a generator x of degree
1 and S(y) is a symmetric algebra over Z=p on a generator y of degree 2. Bokstedt
has computed that as an algebra  THH(Z=p) is isomorphic to a symmetric algebra
S() over Z=p on a generator  of degree 2 [2]. We obtain a commutative diagram
of bigraded algebras:
 HH(Z  Z=p;TorZ(Z=p;Z=p)) −−−−−!  HH(Z  Z=p;TorZ=p
n
 (Z=p;Z=p))
=
?????y =
?????y
S()⊗ E(x) −−−−−! S()⊗ E(x)⊗ S(y)
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where  has bidegree (2; 0), x has bidegree (0; 1), y has bidegree (0; 2), and the lower
horizontal map is the canonical inclusion. Hence to determine the spectral sequences it
suces to compute d2 in E2 HH(Z  Z;Z=p). Since 1 THH(Z;Z=p) = 0, we must
have d2 = x up to a unit in Z=p. We can now deduce that for r > 2
Er; HH(Z  Z=pn;Z=p) = S(p)  (S(y) + p−1xS(y)):
7. THH for Z=pn
7.1. The main result
Theorem 7.1.1. Let p be a prime and let n  2. For i  0 there are isomorphisms
2i THH(Z=pn)=
M
0ki
Z= gcd(k; pn);
2i−1 THH(Z=pn)=
M
1ki
Z= gcd(k; pn):
In order to prove this theorem, let us choose a prime p and a number n  2. The
main step in the proof is the following proposition:
Proposition 7.1.2. Let R be a simplicial ring; that is free as an abelian group; with
a homotopy equivalence R ’!Z=pn. The map Z  R! R induces a surjection
 THH(Z=pn) =  HH(Z  R;Z=pn) lR!  HH(R;Z=pn)
of graded rings.
Before we prove Proposition 7.1.2, let us show how Theorem 7.1.1 follows from it.
In Example 6.2.13 we saw that there is a spectral sequence with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(R; t HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn))
= s HH(R;Z=pn)⊗ t HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn)
converging towards s+t HH(Z  R;Z=pn). The map
lR :  HH(Z  R;Z=pn)!  HH(R;Z=pn)
is an edge homomorphism for this spectral sequence. Since it is onto and since we
have a spectral sequence of graded rings, we can conclude that
Ers; t = s HH(R;Z=pn)⊗ t HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn)
for all r  2. To nd  HH(Z  R;Z=pn) From the E1-term we have to solve an
extension problem. Since the other edge homomorphism for the spectral sequence is
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induced by the map
HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn)! HH(Z  R;Z=pn);
it follows that  HH(Z  R;Z=pn) is a ltered module over  HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn).
The associated graded module is the E1-term of the spectral sequence. In Exam-
ple 6.2.13 we found that the only non-zero homotopy groups for  HH(R;Z=pn)
are 2k HH(R;Z=pn) = Z=pn, k  0. Hence E1; is a free module over  HH(Z 
R; R⊗Z=pn), and we can conclude that also  HH(Z R;Z=pn) is a free module over
 HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn). Consequently all the extensions must be trivial.
To nd  HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn) we can use the isomorphism
 HH(Z  R; R⊗ Z=pn) =  HH(Z  Z;Z=pn) =  THH(Z;Z=pn)
and Bokstedt’s computation of  THH(Z).
Theorem 7.1.3 (Bokstedt [2]). The only non-zero homotopy groups for THH(Z) are
0 THH(Z) = Z and 2i−1 THH(Z) = Z=i for i > 0.
The short exact sequence Z m!Z! Z=m induces a cobration sequence
THH(Z) m! THH(Z)! THH(Z;Z=m)
and we can deduce that for k > 0
2k THH(Z;Z=m) = 2k−1 THH(Z;Z=m) = Z= gcd(k; m)
and that 0 THH(Z;Z=m) = Z=m.
We have now sucient information to write out E1; and read o the result stated
in the theorem.
7.2. Surjectivity of the map from THH to HH for Z=pn
The main idea in the proof of Proposition 7.1.2 is to consider Z=pn as a ltered ring
0pn−1Z=pnpn−2Z=pn   pZ=pnZ=pn:
In fact we shall choose a ltered simplicial ring R with the associated graded ring
G(R) being free as an abelian group, equipped with a map R! Z=pn with the property
that it induces a weak equivalence R(s) ’!psZ=pn for s = 0; 1; 2; : : :. The existence of
such a ltered ring R is the subject of Section 5.3. By the ve lemma the induced
map G(R) ! G(Z=pn) satises that G(R)(s) ! psZ=pn is a weak equivalence. In
Section 5.1 we have constructed a ltration of Hochschild homology of a ltered ring.
Proposition 5.2.3 says that the ltration quotients for Hochschild homology of R and
of G(R) are isomorphic, and hence there is an isomorphism
E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn) = E1s; t HH(G(R);G(Z=pn))
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of E1-terms of spectral sequences converging towards s+t HH(R;Z=pn) and s+t HH(G
(R);G(Z=pn)), respectively.
The ltration of R induces a ltration of Z  R, and by naturality of the ltration in
Section 5.1 there is a commutative diagram
E1s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn)
=−−−−−! E1s; t HH(G(Z  R);G(Z=pn))
lR
?????y
?????y
E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn)
=−−−−−! E1s; t HH(G(R);G(Z=pn))
of E1-terms of spectral sequences. The spectral sequences on the upper line of this
diagram converge towards s+t HH(Z  R;Z=pn) and s+t HH(G(Z  R);G(Z=pn)) re-
spectively. We shall give a description of the map lR and of the spectral sequence
Ers; t HH(R;Z=pn) that allows us to deduce that the map E1s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn) !
E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn) is onto. It follows that also the map s+t HH(Z  R;Z=pn) ! s+t
HH(R;Z=pn) of abutments is onto.
Let n denote the pointed monoid n = f0; 1; t; : : : ; tn−1g with tn = 0, let S denote
a simplicial ring that is free as an abelian group and with a weak equivalence S ’!Z=p
and let S(n) denote the monoid ring
S(n) =
 M
2n
S  
!
S  0:
Note that as FTPs S(n) = S[n].
Lemma 7.2.1. There is a commutative diagram
E1s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn)
=−−−−−!
M
k0
k HH(Z  S;Z=p)⊗ eHs+t−k(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);Z=p)
lR
?????y lS⊗id
?????y
E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn)
=−−−−−!
M
k0
k HH(S;Z=p)⊗ eHs+t−k(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);Z=p):
Proof. By the commutative diagram above this lemma we can replace lR by the map
E1s; t HH(G(Z  R);G(Z=pn))! E1s; t HH(G(R);G(Z=pn)):
There is a map G(ZR)! ZG(R), and by the Blakers{Massey theorem it is a stable
equivalence. Since there are weak equivalences G(R) ’!Z=p(n) ’ S(n) we obtain
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the commutative square
E1s; t HH(G(Z  R);G(Z=pn))
=−−−−−! E1s; t HH(Z  S(n);Z=p(n))?????y lS(n)
?????y
E1s; t HH(G(R);G(Z=pn))
=−−−−−! E1s; t HH(S(n);Z=p(n)):
By naturality of the isomorphism
HH(A(n); B(n); s; s− 1) = HH(A; B) ^ Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1)
of Section 5.4 we obtain the commutative square
E1s; t HH(Z  S(n);Z=p(n))
=−−−−−! s+t( HH(Z  S;Z=p) ^ Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1))
lS(n)
?????y lS^id
?????y
E1s; t HH(S(n);Z=p(n))
=−−−−−! s+t( HH(S;Z=p) ^ Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1)):
The result now follows from the fact that HH(Z  S;Z=p) and HH(S;Z=p) are
products of Eilenberg{MacLane spaces.
Corollary 7.2.2. Let f(s) = maxfk j eHi(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);Z=p) = 0 for i  kg. Then
lR : E1s; t HH(ZR;Z=pn)! E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn) is an isomorphism if s+t  f(s)+2p−1.
Proof. The map lS : HH(Z  S;Z=p)! HH(S;Z=p) induces an edge homomorphism
for the spectral sequence of Theorem 6.2.8 with E2-term
E2s; t = s HH(S; t HH(Z  Z;Z=p))
converging towards HH(Z  S;Z=p). Since  HH(Z Z;Z=p) =  THH(Z;Z=p) = 0
for 0< < 2p− 1 it follows that lS is (2p− 2)-connected.
The following results enable us to write out E1s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn) and E1s; t
HH(R;Z=pn).
Theorem 7.2.3 (Bokstedt [2]). There is an isomorphism  THH(Z=p) = SZ=p() of
graded Z=p-algebras; where SZ=p() denotes the symmetric algebra over Z=p on a
generator  of degree 2.
(Recall that  HH(Z  S;Z=p) =  THH(Z=p).)
Lemma 7.2.4 (Hesselholt and Madsen [7, lemma 7.3]). For any ring A we have
1. If jn < −s < (j + 1)n theneH2j(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);A) = eH2j+1(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);A) = A:
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2. If −s = jn then there is an exact sequence
0! eH2j(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);A)! A n!A! eH2j−1(Ncy^ (n; s; s− 1);A)! 0
and these are the only non-zero reduced homology groups.
Theorem 7.2.3, Lemmas 7.2.4 and 7.2.1 can be combined to nd that
E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn) =
8>><>>:
Z=p if s = 0 and s+ t is even;
Z=p if s < 0 and s+ t > f(s);
0 otherwise
and
E1s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn) =
8>><>>:
Z=p if s = 0 and s+ t is even;
Z=p if s < 0 and s+ t > f(s);
0 otherwise.
Here f(s) = maxfk j eHi(Ncy^ (n; s; s − 1) = 0 for i  kg can be evaluated by Lemma
7.2.4. In fact if gcd(n; p) = 1 then
f(s) =
8>><>>:
−1 if s = 0;
2j − 1 if 0  jn < −s < (j + 1)n;
1 otherwise,
and if gcd(n; p) = p then
f(s) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
−1 if s = 0;
2j − 1 if 0  jn < −s < (j + 1)n;
2j − 2 if 0< jn = −s;
1 if s > 0.
Let us dene a set X Z Z depending on n and p. If gcd(n; p) = 1, we let
X = f(−i; i) j i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1g
[fk(−n; n+ 2) + (−i; i) j k = 1; 2; : : : ; i = −1; 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1g:
If gcd(n; p) = p, we let
X = fk(−n; n+ 2) + (−i; i) j k = 0; 1; : : : ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1g:
Lemma 7.2.5. Let X be as above. Ers;t HH(R;Z=pn) = Z=p for (s; t) 2 X and r  1;
and if (s; t) =2 X then E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn) = 0.
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Proof. In Example 6.2.13 we found that the only non-zero homotopy groups for
HH(R;Z=pn) are 2k HH(R;Z=pn) = Z=pn for k  0. Since the spectral sequence
converges we must have
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; m−s HH(R;Z=pn) =
(
n if m is even ,
0 if m is odd.
If gcd(n; p) = p then for j  0
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; 2j−s HH(R;Z=pn) = n(j + 1)
and
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; 2j−1−s HH(R;Z=pn) = nj;
and hence
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; m−s HH(R;Z=pn)−
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; m−s HH(R;Z=pn) = nj:
If m = 2j − 1 or m = 2j. If gcd(n; p) = 1 then for j  0
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; 2j−s HH(R;Z=pn) = j(n− 1) + n
and
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; 2j−1−s HH(R;Z=pn) = j(n− 1);
and hence in that case
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; m−s HH(R;Z=pn)−
1X
s=−1
dimZ=p E1s; m−s HH(R;Z=pn) = j(n− 1)
if m = 2j − 1 or m = 2j.
In both cases it follows by induction on the total degree that the only non-zero
dierentials go from even total degree to odd total degree. By the geometry of the
spectral sequence no non-zero dierentials can start in Ers; t HH(R;Z=pn) for (s; t) 2 X .
Since s+ t is even for (s; t) 2 X we can conclude that Ers; t = Z=p for (s; t) 2 X . Since
the number of points (s; t) 2 X with s + t = 2j is exactly n, we can conclude that
E1s; t = 0 for (s; t) =2 X.
Lemma 7.2.6. Let X be as dened above Lemma 7.2.5. The map
lR = lrR : E
r
s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn)! Ers; t HH(R;Z=pn)
is an isomorphism for (s; t) 2 X and r  1.
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Proof. We have already treated the case r = 1 in Corollary 7.2.2. Assume by induction
that lrR is an isomorphism in the specied degrees. For (s; t) 2 X there is a commutative
diagram
0
dr −−−−− Ers; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn)
dr −−−−− Ers+r; t−r+1 HH(Z  R;Z=pn)?????y lrR
?????y lrR
?????y
0
dr −−−−− Ers; t HH(R;Z=pn)
dr −−−−− Ers+r; t−r+1 HH(R;Z=pn)
where the dierentials in the lower horizontal sequence are zero by Lemma 7.2.5,
and the middle vertical map is an isomorphism by assumption. It follows that the
dierentials in the upper horizontal sequence are zero, and hence the map lr+1R is also
an isomorphism.
It follows from Lemmas 7.2.6 and 7.2.5 that the map lR : E1s; t HH(Z  R;Z=pn) !
E1s; t HH(R;Z=pn) is onto for all (s; t), and hence the map lR : s+t HH(Z R;Z=pn)!
s+t HH(R;Z=pn) of abutments is surjective as stated in Proposition 7.1.2.
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